GS/AIGETOA/2020/60

Dated 08.07.2020

To,
The Chairman and Managing Director,
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited,
BSNL Bhawan, Janpath, New Delhi.
Subject: Stoppage of unwanted shifting of Circle Head Quarter of Quality Assurance and Inspection
Circle from Jabalpur to Bangalore-Reg.
Reference: our letter number GS/AIGETOA/2020/39 dated 18.06.2020

Respected Sir,
Kindly refer to our earlier communication with regard to the shifting of the office head quarter of CGM
Quality assurance and Inspection Circle from Jabalpur to Bangalore. It has been observed in recent
times that the BSNL Corporate Office is getting request and proposals to shift the office headquarters
by quoting various justifications. As apprised your good self through referred letter, we have got the
information that the current Circle Head of the Quality assurance and Inspection Circle is also in
pursuit to shift his Circle Headquarter from Jabalpur to Bangalore.
In this regard, we have already submitted our serious reservation for unwanted shifting of the Circle
establishment from one location to another location unless the extreme exigency is not there as it
involves lot of expenditure to setup new office along severe hardships to many officials. Any unwanted
expenditure in the present grim financial position of the company should be strictly avoided as we are
unable to get the salary, medical dues, maintenance fund etc on time and the previous liabilities are
already making it further worst.
Therefore, we once again seek your kind intervention to take cognizance of the prejudiced shifting of
headquarter of Quality Assurance and Inspection Circle from Jabalpur to Bangalore as it exerts
unwanted financial stress on the already stiff position of the company and put employees at distress.
With warm regards,
Sd/[MD. WASI AHMAD]
General Secretary
Copy to:
1. The Director (HR), BSNL Board for kind information please.
2. The Director (Fin), BSNL Board for kind information please.
3. The Sr GM(SR), BSNL CO, New Delhi for kind info and n/a please.
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